
Oasis E 3 Holiday Apartment with pool near beach Details

PID : 100775

Price : 285 USD

Bedrooms : 2

Sleeps : 4

Baths : 2

Country : Turkey

Region : Antalya

Town : Alanya

Description

The OASIS APARTMENT as you can see from the photos offers outstandingly good and spacious

accommodation in a secure small gated community, yet just a short distance from the old town and

beaches.

The apartment is on the first floor  being over 1000 sq feet in size with large balcony looking over

the main pool.

A perfect position. In addition to the main pool is a smaller children's pool plus another indoor pool

and small games area which has a full size pool table, table tennis, darts and small  play area fro

yuong children, which makes it ideal for families and vacations at any time of the year. There is

also a full size tennis court on site for guests to use free of charge.

The community also benefits from being gated, which is manned 24 hours a day, and each home

is managed by the local Kaya Homes, with 24/7 service.

In addition the management company will organise airport transfers, local tours to popular sites

and attractions, car hire, etc.

One can walk to the beach and old town although there is no need as a regular Dolmus bus

service runs frequently 18 hours a day. In addition we offer a number of free no obligation pick up

and drop services to the beach and various recommended restaurants.  Also within 10 minutes

walk by are several good restaurants we recommend, (popular with residents), shops and

supermarket.

The apartment has two bedrooms and two bathrooms, fully equipped kitchen and good sized

lounge/dining area. With pull out sofa bed in the lounge it will sleep up to 6 persons.

Thus all you need for a great holiday are your personal belongings. We provide a comprehensive

guide to the area, with our personal thoughts on where to eat, shop, attractions, etc, so from day 1

you can fully enjoy your stay.

Prices start from £190 per week low season rising to £375 all inclusive at peak times. (Rates

diminish for longer stays.)

For a family of 4 add in flight prices ( we can give guidance), and airport transfers and you can

enjoy a fabulous PEAK SEASON weeks holiday for as little as £300 per person all inclusive or just

£400 for two weeks.

Rental Conditions

Property owner

Name : Vacation Homes UK ltd

Phone Number : 01246 410100

Prices

Low season : 285   USD

Normal : 285 USD

High season : 362 - 583 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com

http://www.internetvillaholidays.com/index.php?user=det&pid=100775
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